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J A N LIGĘZA 
Abstract. It is shown that from the fact that the unique periodic solution of 
homogeneous system of equations is the trivial one it follows the existence of 
periodic solutions of nonhomogeneous systems of equations in the Colombeau 
algebra. 
1. Introduction 
We consider the following problem 
n 
(1.0) 4 ( 0 = £ 4 y W * i ( 0 + /*(*), 
3=1 
(1.1) xk(0) = xk{u), OJ > 0, k = l,...,n, 
where Akj,fk and xk are elements of the Colombeau algebra </(R); xk(0) 
and xk{u) are understood as the value of generalized functions xk zX the 
points 0 and w respectively and k = 1,. . . , n (see [2]). Generalized functions 
Akj and fk are given, elements xk are unknown (for k, j = 1,. . . , n). The 
multiplication, the derivative, the sum and the equality is meant in the Co-
lombeau algebra sense. We prove theorems on the existence and uniqueness 
of solutions of problem (1.0)—(1.1). Our theorems generalize some results 
given in [8], [9], [11], [12]. 
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Let X>(R) be the set of all C°° functions R -> R with compact support. 
For 9 = 1 ,2 , . . . we denote by AQ the set of all functions <p € Z>(R) such that 
the relations 
00 oo 
(2.1) J <p{t)dt = 1, J tky{t)dt = 0, 1 ^  k ^ q 
—oo —oo 
hold. 
Next, £ [R] is the set of all functions R:A\ x R - > R such that R((p, t) e 
C ° ° ( R ) for every fixed <p € AX. 
If R € £ [ R ] , then DkR(<p, t) for any fixed y> denotes a differential operator 
in t (i.e. DkR(<p,t) = £r{R(<p,t)) for fc ^  1 and D0R(tp,t) = R(ip,t)). 
For given </> € X>(R) and £ > 0, we define y>e, by 
(2.2) <pe(t) = \<P ( j ) • 
A n element R of £[R] is moderate if for every compact set K of R and every 
differential operator Dk there is N € N such that the following condition 
holds; for every <p 6 AN there are c > 0, £o > 0 such that 
(2.3) sup \DkR(<p£, t) I < ce~N if 0 < e < e0. 
ten 
We denote by £M [R ] the set of all moderate elements of £ [R] . 
By T we denote the set of all the increasing functions a from N into R + 
such that a(q) tends to oo if q —> oo. 
We define an ideal N[R] in £M\R] as follows; R € Af\R] if for every 
compact set K of R and every differential operator Dk there are N € N and 
a € T such that the following condition holds: for every q ^  N and <y? G «4g 
there are c > 0 and £0 > 0 such that 
(2.4) 8*p\DkR(<p„t)\ś cea(q)~N if 0 < £ < e 0 -
tetc 
The algebra <7(R) (the Colombeau algebra) is defined as a quotient algebra 
of £ M [ R ] with respect to Af[R] (see [2]). 
We denote by So the set of all functions from A\ into R . Next, we denote 
by £M the set of all the so - called moderate elements of £Q defined by 
(2.5) £M = j-R € £0: there is N € N such that for every <p € AN there are 
c > 0, 770 > 0 such that \R{<pe)\ ^ ce~N if 0 < e < r / 0 | . 
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Further, we define an ideal Af of £M by 
(2.6) M = | i ? G £Q: there are N G N and a G T such that for every g > iV 
and cp €Ag there are c > 0, 770 > 0 such that \R(<pc)\ ^ cea(q)-N if 
0 < e < 770J. 
We define an algebra R by setting 
R = £ ^ (See [2]). 
It is known that R is not a field. 
If R € is a representative of G € <7(R), then for a fixed t the map 
Y : <p R((p, t) € R is defined on A and Y G £ M • The class of V in R 
depends only on G and t. This class is denoted by G(t) and is called the 
value of the generalized function G at the point t (see [2]). 
We say that G G £(R) is a constant generalized function on R if it admits 
a representative R((p, t) which is independent on t G R . With any Z G R we 
associate a constant generalized function which admits R(<p, t) = Z(<p) as it 
representative, provided we denote by Z a representative of Z (see [2]). 
Troughout the paper K denotes a compact set in R . We denote by R,AK. (<p, t), 
Rxojfa), jR*i(. o )(y)i a n d representatives of 
elements Akj,fk,xQj,Xj(t0), Xj and x£ for k,j = Let A(t) = 
(Akj(t)), f(t) = (h(t),...,fn(t))T, x(t) = ( x 1 ( t ) , . . . , x n ( t ) ) T , x'(i) = 
(x[(t),... ,x'n(t))T, XQ = (xxo,-- - , Zno) Ti where T denotes the transpose. 
We put 
RA(<P, t) = (RAKJ (p, 0 ) , #/(*>> *) = (V»*).••• . Rfn(v.*))T> 
i?x(^,0 = (¥>,«),••. ,RxA<P,t))T, Rx>(<p,t) = (Rxli(<p,t),... ,Rx,n(<p,t)f, 
RX0(<P) = (R*U,(<P),---,R*M)T, 
Rx(t0)(v) = (#*i(*o)(v)»--- i ^* , ( t 0 ) (v ) ) T i 
y ^ ( v , = i y ) i 
t / t t \ T 
j Rf(<p, s)ds=i y # / i s ) d s , • • • > y 11 
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l | i M M I I = 
\\RA(<P, t)\\K = sup \\RA(<p, t)\\, t)\\K = sup t)\\. 
t€K teK 
If Aki,fj G 0(R), ti = ( « ! , . . . , « „ ) G R B , v = ( w i , . . . ,« n ) E Rn, bj G 
-V(TR], mj G A/", Pj G R for k,j = 1,. . . , n , then we write RA(ip,t) G 
^ X n [ R ] , # / ( M G Sfr\R], A = (A f c j ) G Qn*n(R), f = ( A , . . . , / n ) T G 
0*(R), 6 = ( ^ . . . . M 7 G Afn[R], m = (m 1 , . . . ,m n ) G -A/"", p = 
n 
(Pi > • • • > Pn) G R and (u, u) = 
t=i 
We say that x = ( x i , . . . ,xn)T G <7n(R) is a solution of system (1.0) if 
x satisfies system (1.0); i.e. if Rx(<p,t) is a representative of x, then there is 
r} G A/*n[R] such that (for every (p G Ai and t G R) 
Rx, ((p, t) = RA(<P, t)Rx{<p, t) + T](<p, t). 
If x G £ n ( R ) admits an w-periodic representative Rx(<p, t) {u > 0) and x 
is a solution of system (1.0), then we say that x is the w-periodic solution 
of system (1.0). 
The class of all w-periodic generalized functions will be denoted by & , ( R ) . 
A n w-periodic function p G C°°(R) is called hereditarity w-periodic if 
there is a w-periodic function q such that q' = p (see [19]). One can show 
(see [19]) that for every hereditarily w-periodic function p there exists a 
unique hereditarily w-periodic function q such that q' = p (see [19]). Now 
we shall give the definition of a smooth integral of a function p G C°°(R) (see 
[1], [19]). Let (3 be a positive number and let the support of a nonnegative 
function <p G X>(R) equals [/3,2/?]. Moreover, let / <p(t)dt = £ (w > 0) and 
—oo 
let n D e the characteristic function of the interval [0,u>]. We define 
w+3/3 t t 





If c and A are fixed, then integral (2.7) is a primitive function of p. A primitive 
function which is of the form (2.7) will be called a smooth integral of p. The 
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smooth integral of order n we define by induction, letting 
t t t ( a \ 
(2.8) J f(s)ds° = / , J f(s)dsn = j I j f{r)drn~l j ds. 
One may prove (see [19]) that for every hereditarily w-periodic function p, 
t 
/ p(s)ds is also a hereditarily w-periodic function which does not depend 
Cx 
on the choice of c and A. 
3. The main results 
First we shall introduce some hypotheses. 
Hypothesis Hi 
(3.0) A e a n x n ( R ) , / e a n ( R ) ; 
the matrix A G C ? n X n ( R ) admits an w-periodic representative R.A{<p,t) such 
that 
(3.1) RA{<P,t) = {RA{^t))T for every <p £ A u 
(3.2) the matrix A G <7 n x n (R) admits w-periodic representative RA{<P, t), 
(3.3) / € (7 n(R) admits an w-periodic representative Rj(<p,t), 
(3.4) the matrix A € ( ? n X n ( R ) admits a representative RA{<p,t) with the 
following properties: 
a) RA{<PI t) is w-periodic for every <p € Ai, 
b) for every K there is N € N such that for every <p G AN there 
are constants c > 0 and £o > 0 such that 
t 
\\J\\RA(<pe,s)\\ds\\K < c for 0 < e < e o , 
o 
the matrix A G ( 7 n X n ( R ) (n ^ 2) admits an w-periodic representative 
RA{<p,t) = (RAkj(<p,t)) with the following property: there is iV G N 
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such that for every <p G AN there are constants £o > 0 and 70 > 0 
such that 
(3.5) RAjj {<pc, t) Ź To if 0 < e < e0, j = 1,. • . , n; * € [0, w] 
and 
(3.6) fl^ {(ps, t) = - R A j k (Vci t) for j # *; j , * = 2,... , n; 
the matrix A € <7nXn(R) admits an w-periodic representative RA(<p, t) 
with the following property: there is N G N such that for every 
<p C. AN there are constants £Q > 0 and 70 > 0 such that 
(3.7) (uT, RA(<pe, t)u) ^ 7o(«, u) if 0 < e < £0, 
t G [0,u>] and w G R n . 
Hypothesis #2 
(3.8) P * , r e 0 w ( R ) for t = l , . . . , n ; 
Pi G </(R) and pi admits a representative RPi(f, t) with the following pro-
perties: for every K there is N G N such that for every <p G .4/y there are 
constants c > 0 and £0 > 0 such that 
t 
(3.9) ||y \RPi(<ps,s)\ds\\K < c if 0 < £ < £ 0 and t = l , . . . , n ; 
0 
the element pi G £7W(R) admits an w-periodic representative RP2((p,t) with 
the following property: there is N G N such that for every <p G Ajv there are 
constants £0 > 0 and 70 < 0 such that 
(3.10) RP2(<Pe,t) < 70 if 0 < £ < £ 0 and t G [0,w], 
the element P2 £ £u/(R) admits an w-periodic representative RP2((p,t) with 
the following property: there is N G N such that for every (p € AN there are 
constants £0 > 0, 70 > 0 and 71 > 0 such that: 






\RP3{<ps,t)dt ^ — - 7 i if 0 < e < e o ; 
o 
Pi € L f 0 C (R) and pi is an w-periodic function such that: 
(3.13) jp2(t)dt > 0, 0 ; ^ |p 2(t)|dt < 16, p(t) ^ 0 ; 
0 0 
elements pi € (7W(R) (» = 1 , . . . , n; n ^ 2) admit w-periodic representatives 
((p, t) with the following property: there are N € N and /? > 0 such that 
for every (p € AN there are constants £o > 0, 7o > 0 and 71 > 0 such that 
n - l w + 3 ^ 
(3.14) J^R (n-»(<pe,t) Ź 7o, max / |i? P j(y> e ,i) |di < a{u,p,e) -71, 
t - U 0 
if 0 < e < £ 0 , * € [0,w] and 
fn- i \ - 1 
the element pn € G(R) admits an w-periodic representative RPn(<p,t) with 
the following property; there are N € N and /? > 0 such that for every 
<p € AN there are constants £0 > 0, 70 > 0 and 71 > 0 such that 
(3 15) > J flPn(Ve,*)^ ^ (w + 3 / ? ) - n + 1 - 71, 
if 0 < £ < £ 0 and i € [0,w]. 
Now we shall give theorems on the existence and uniqueness of the solution 
of problem (1.0)—(1.1). Apart from problem (1.0)—(1.1) we shall examine the 
homogeneous problem 
(3.16) x'(t) = A{t)x(t), 
(3.17) x(0) = x(u). 
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T H E O R E M 3.1. We assume conditions (3.0), (3.4)((,j. Moreover, we as­
sume that the trivial solution is the unique solution of problem (3.16)-(3.17) 
in Cn(R). Then problem ( l .O)-( l . l ) has exactly one solution x G Gn{R). 
T H E O R E M 3.2. We assume conditions (3.0), (3.3), (3.4)(a)_((,). Moreover 
we assume that the trivial solution is the unique u-periodic solution of system 
(3.16) in Cn(R). Then there exists exactly one u-periodic solution of system 
(1.0) inGn{R). 
R E M A R K 3.1. If A and / have properties (3.0), (3.4)(f,), then the problem 
(3.18) x'{t) = A{t)x(t) + f{t), 
(3.19) x(t0) = x0, t0 G R, XQ G 1" 
has exactly one solution x G Cn{R) (see [11]). Besides, every solution x of 
system (3.18) has a representation 
(3.20) x{t) = Z{t)c + Q(t), 
where Z is a solution of the problem 
(3.21) Z'{t) = A{t)Z{t), 
(3.22) Z{t0) = 1, t0€ R, 
c = ( c i , . . . , c n ) T , Cj are generalized constant functions on R for j = 
1,. . . , n , I denotes the identity matrix and Q is a particular solution of 
system (3.18). The solution x is the class of solutions of the problems 
(3.23) x'(t) = RA{<p, t)x{t) + Rjfa t), 
(3.24) x(t0) = RXo(<p), v ? G A i (see [11]). 
E X A M P L E 3.1. Let S denotes the generalized function (delta Dirac's gene-
ralized function), which admits as the representative the functions R$(<p, t) = 
<p{—t), where <p G A\. Then S has property (3.4)((,). It is not difficult to show 
that the problem 
(3.25) At) = (*2W)'z('), 
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(3.26) sc(-l) = 1 
has not any solutions in G(R) ( see [11]). 
R E M A R K 3.2. If p e L}0C(R), then we put 
00 
(3.27) Rp(<pe,t) = J p(t + £u)<p(u)du=(p*(pe){t), 
—oo 
where <p e A\ (see [2]). Hence 
(3.28) P*<ps^P in L}0C(R) (see [1]) 
and Rp has property (3.4)(j,). 
R E M A R K 3.3. It is known that the algebra £ / ( R ) of all piecewise continu-
ous functions on R is not a subalgebra of Q(R) (see [2]). If gi,g2 6 C ° ° ( R ) , 
then the classical product and the product in G{R) give rise to the same 
element of (7(R). If necessary we denote the product in G by 0 to avoid 
confusion with the classical product. 
Taking into account the continuous dependence of x on coefficients Akj 
and / j , (k, j = 1,... , n) we have 
T H E O R E M 3.3. We assume that 
(3.29) Akj,fj e L}0C(R) for k, j = 1,.. . , n; 
(3.30) Akjifj are u> -periodicfunctions (k,j = l,...,n)\ 
(3.31) the trivial solution is the unique w-periodic solution of system (3.16) 
in the Caratheodory sense. 
Then x = (0 , . . . , 0 ) T is the unique u-periodic solution of the system 
(3.32) x'(t) = A(t) © x(t) 
in Gn(R). 
T H E O R E M 3.4. We assume conditions (3.4)( a )_( 6), (3.7). Then x = ( 0 , . . . , 0 ) T 
is the unique to-periodic solution of system (3.16) in (7 N(R). 
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C O R O L L A R Y 3.1. If the matrix A has properties (3.4)(0)_(6), (3.5), (3.6), 
then x = (0 , . . . , 0 ) T is the unique u-periodic solution of system (3.16) in 
Gn{R). 
R E M A R K 3.4. It is known that if <p £ A\ and if d(<p) denotes the diameter 
of the support of <p (i.e. d((p) = sup \x - y|), then 
x,j/€suppv> 
Ri 0 = (exp -^j e Af[R] (see [2]). 
Let 
R {yt) = {d^j' i f (f>eA2k-i\A3kl A: = 1,2,. . . 
P l ' I Ri(<p,t), otherwise 
and let 
R {<pt) = { • j R l ^ ' ^ ' i f ^ ^ " ^ 4 , * = 1,2,.... 
' j , d((p), otherwise. 
Then 
Rx{<p,t)RPl{<p,t) e JV\R], R*(<p,t) #Af\R], 
DiRx(y,t) = 0, RPl(<ps,t) > 0 and RPl{cps,t) -> 0 as e 0 (for fixed <p). 
Thus x = [i?a;(( ,^ £)] # 0 is an w-periodic solution in G(R) of the equation 
x'{t)=Pl(t)x{t), 
where px = [RPl(<p,t)]. 
R E M A R K 3.5. If conditions (3.1); (3.7) are satisfied, then the quadratic 
form (uT, RA(<pe,t)u) is positive definite. 
Now we shall consider the equations 
(3.33) x™(t) + p i (* ) s ( n _ 1 ) (* ) + • .. + pn(t)x(t) = 0, 
(3.34) xW (t) + P l (t)xln~V (t) + ...+ Pn(t)x(t) = r(t). 
T H E O R E M 3.5. We assume conditions (3.9); (3.14). Then x = 0 is the 
unique u-periodic solution of equation (3.33) in C(R). 
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COROLLARY 3.2. If conditions (3.8), (3.9), (3.14) are satisfied, thenx = 0 
is the unique u-periodic solution of equation (3.34) in </(R). 
T H E O R E M 3.6. We assume conditions (3.9); (3.15). Then x = 0 is the 
unique ui-periodic solution of the equation • 
(3.35) * ( n ,(*)+Pn(t)*(*) = 0 
in £ ( R ) . 
COROLLARY 3.3. If conditions (3.8), (3.9) one? (3.15) are satisfied, then 
x = 0 is the unique ui-periodic solution of equation (3.35) in £?(R). 
R E M A R K 3.6. If conditions (3.8), (3.10) are satisfied, then x = 0 is the 
unique w-periodic solution of the equation 
(3.36) x"{t)+p2(t)x{t) = 0 
in 0(R) (see [12]). 
R E M A R K 3.7. If conditions (3.8)-(3.9), (3.11)-(3.12) are satisfied, then 
x = 0 is the unique w-periodic solution of equation (3.36) in C(R) (see [12]). 
R E M A R K 3.8. If conditions (3.13) are satisfied, then equation (3.36) has 
only the trivial w-periodic solution in the Caratheodory sense (see [8]). 
4. Proofs 
P R O O F OF T H E O R E M 3.1. To this purpose we consider the following 
systems of equations 
(4.1) Hc=b, 
and 
(4.2) He = 0, 
where 
(4.3) H = Z{0)-Z(u), c = ( C l , . . . , c n ) T , 
(4.4) b = Q(u)-Q(0), 
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Z is solution of problem (3.21)-(3.22) and Q is defined by (3.20). From as-
sumptions of Theorem 3.1 and from [13] we infer that det(if) is an invertible 
element of R. This proves the Theorem 3.1. 
P R O O F OF T H E O R E M 3.2. The uniqueness of the w-periodic solution of 
equation (1.0) follows from assumptions of Theorem 3.2. It is sufficient to 
show existence of the w-periodic solution of equation (1.0). First, we shall 
prove that if RA{<PI t) and Rf(ip,t) are w-periodic representatives of A and 
/ respectively, then there is N € N such that for every (p € AN there is a 
constant £o > 0 such that: for every 0 < e < £o the equation 
(4.5) x'(t) = RA{<p£, t)x{t) + Rf{<ps, t) 
has exactly one w-periodic solution. To this purpose we examine the problem 
(4.6) Z'(t) = RA(<p£,t)Z(t), Z(0) = I. 
Let Rz(<p£,t) be solution of problem (4.6). Then every solution Rx((ps,t) 
of equation (4.5) has the following representation 
(4.7) Rx(<pe, t) = Rz(<Pe, t)c(ipc) + Q(<pe, t) 
where c(<p£) = (ci(y> e ), . . . , cn(tpc))T, Ci((pe) € R for i = 1 , . . . , n and 
t 
(4.8) Q{<pc, t) = Rz(<Pe, t) J R-Zl {<pe, s)Rf{<pe, s)ds. 
0 
We consider equation (4.5) with conditions 
(4.9) Rx(<pE,0) = Rx{<pe,u). 
By (4.5) and (4.9) we obtain the system of equations 
(4.10) S r ( ^ e ) c ( ¥ > e ) = % e ) , 
where 
(4.11) H(<pe) = Rz(<Pc 0) - Rz(<pe, w) 
and 
(4.12) % £ ) = Q(y>e(0) - Qfre,")). 
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Taking into account assumptions of Theorem 3.2 and invertibility of the 
matrix H (see [13]) we conclude that there is N € N such that: for every 
ip € AN there are constants c > 0 and £o > 0 such that 
(4.13) \detH(ipe)\ > ceN for 0 < e < s0. 
Using (4.8)-(4.13) we deduce that equation (4.5) has exactly one w-periodic 
solution x(<pe,t) (for <p € AQ; q ^ N and 0 < £ < £o). Applying (4.10) and 
(4.13) , we get 
(4.14) c(<pe) = {H(ipe))-1b(ipe) 
(for <p G AG and 0 < e < £0). _ 
Hence (we put c{<pe) = (0 , . . . , 0 ) T if det H((fe) = 0) 
(4.15) C M € s^m-
On the other hand 
(4.16) fl*(V,t)€5Lx"M, ^ ( ^ t l G C M 
(see [11]), therefore 
(4.17) J2,( V , t ) 
which completes the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
P R O O F OF T H E O R E M 3.3. If x is a nontrivial w-periodic solution of sys-
tem (3.32) in Qn(R), then 
(4.18) Rx-{<Pc,t) = RA{<Pc,t)Rx(<Pe,t) +n{<Pe,t) 
where 
(4.19) RA{<p„t) = {{RAii *<fie)(t)), 
(4.20) 17 6 JV n [R] 
and ^ ( v , t) is an w-periodic representative of a;. On the other hand Rx(<p, 0 
has the representation (4.7), where 
t 
(4.21) Qfo,,, t) = flz(¥>«,«) J {Rz{<pe, s ) ) - 1 ^ , s)ds. 
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B y (4.16) and (4.21) we get 
(4.22) Q(<p,t)eAfn\R]. 
In view of (3.27)-(3.28) we have 
(4.23) Mflsy(v>« ,*) = *y(0 
(almost uniformly, for every fixed <p € AN and for sufficiently large iV), 
where 
Rz(<pe,t) = (flzy(p.,*)), Zif) = (Zij(t)), 
i, j = 1,..., n; Rz(<Pe, *) and Z are solutions of problems (4.6) and (3.22) re-
spectively (in the Caratheodory sense). Relations (4.22)-(4.23), (4.7), (4.12), 
(4.14), (4.16) and (3.31) yield (we put c{<pe) = ( 0 , . . . , 0 ) T if det H{<pe) = 0) 
(4.24) c(<p) e Afn[R] 
and this completes the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
P R O O F OF T H E O R E M 3.4. Let a; be a nontrivial w-periodic solution of 
system (3.32) in Gn(R). We examine equality (4.18), where RA(<Pi 0 a n < * 
Rx((p, t) are w-periodic representatives of A and x respectively. By (4.18) 
and (3.7) we get 
0) T> A*(¥>«.*)) = ((R*(<Pc,t))T ,RA(<Pc,t)Rx(<pe,t)) 
(4.25) + (Jkfo>„t),tj(¥>.,t)) > yo(Rx(<Pe,t),Rx(<pe,t)) + rj(<pe,t) 
= To | |««(v. , OH 2 + *). 
where 
(4.26) rj(<p,t) = ( B x ( V l t ) , i 7 ( v , 0 ) e ^ P R ] . 
Hence 
(4.27) 
0 ^ 7 0 ^ | | f l« (^« ,*) l l 2 * + »7*(v«) = 7 o w | | f l , ( ^ , r e ) | | 2 + i7*( V e ) 
o 
where 
(4.28) n*{y) eAf, Tc£ [0, u] and i = 1,.. . , n . 
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The last inequalities imply the relations 
(4.29) | H x i ( ¥ ' e , r s ) K c £ a ^ - J V o , « = l , . . . , n 
(for q^N^ <p e Aq and 0 < £ < £ 0 ) . 
On the other hand (by (4.18)) we have 
t t 
(4.30) Rx{<pe,t) = Rx{<pe,Te) + j RA(<pe,s)Rx(<pe,s)ds + J n{<pe,s)ds 




(4.32) d F R ^ ł ) 
[0,w] 
(for q ^ N R , (p G Aq and 0 < e < £Q). 
Therefore 
(4.33) Rx{<p,t) e Afn\R] 
which completes the proof of Theorem 3.4. 
P R O O F OF T H E O R E M 3.5. Let x = [Rx(<p,t)] be a nonzero w-periodic 
solution of equation (3.33). Then we consider two cases: 
(4.34) there exists to € [0,w] such that x(to) = 0, 
(4.35) z ( i ) # 0 for all t€R. 
If n = 1 and a;(io) = 0) then Theorem 3.5 is obvious (by Remark 3.1). 
We assume that n > 1 and x(to) = 0. Then 
(4.36) 
Rxm ((fe, t) + RPl (<pe, t)Rxin-i) (<ps, t)... + RPn ((pc, t)Rx(<pe, t) = n(ip£, t), 
where n((p,t) € and RPi(<p,t),Rxi*-i)((p,t) are w-periodic representa-
tives of pi and x(n~*) respectively for i = 1 , . . . , n. 
6. Annates . . . 
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Hence 
(4.37) R*(<P„t) = - I I j RPi fa,s)Rxin-i)(<p£,s)) ds"-
1 ) dr 
i=l 




(4.38) Af f a = ||i2,(.-o(V e,OII[o,wJ, M£ = J^Mis, 
8=1 
(4.39) ( ¥ > e | t) = Rn (V<> s)R*<-» «)) 
for = 0 , . . . , n — 2. 
By [19] we infer that F^((pe,i) is a hereditarily w-periodic function (for 






•jpZ5F(<pett)\ $ M. mgn J \RPi(<p£,t) dt 
u+30 
4pF(<p.,t) śME(u + W)n-"-2 max / \RPi{ipe,t)\dt 
(fori/ = 0 , . . . , n - 2 ) . 
In view of relations (4.36)-(4.41) we get 
u+3/3 
(4.42) M « ^ M , ( o ( « t i 9 l e ) ) - 1 max f \RPi(<pe,t)\dt + cea^~No 
(for N0, (p G .4, and 0 < e < s'o). 
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Taking into account (3.14) we have 
(4.43) M£ ^ cea{q)-No. 
Thus 
(4.44) Rxfat)eAf[R]. 
In the case 2°, we conclude that (having integrated by parts the products 
Rp.fa,t)Rxl»-i)fa,t) in (4.36) for n > 1) 
0=J RxWfa,t)dt 
o 
f Ż ( - l ) n " ^ p < — ) ( v e , - r e ) ) «*(v«,r«) + i7a(Ve), 
v t = l 
where Tfr €.Af and r e € [0,<*Ą. 
The relations (3.14) and (4.45) yield 
(4.46) \Rx(<pE,TK)\śceaM-N* 
(for q ^ i V i , y € -4, and 0 < e < f ) . 
On the other hand 
t 
(4.47) Rx{cps, t) = Rxfa, Ts) - J FW fa, s)ds + mfa) 
T. 
where % € M and (<p£, s) — F((pe, s). Using arguments similar to those 
in the case (4.34) we obtain relations (4.43)-(4.44), which completes the 
proof of Theorem 3.6. 
Proof of Theorem 3.6 is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.5. 
5. Final remarks 
R E M A R K 5.1. If Akj,Xj e C°°(R) , A = (Ay), x = ( z i , . . . ,xn)T (for 
j, k = 1,. . . , n), then the classical product A • x and the product A © a; in 
Gn{R) give rise to the same elements of Gn{R) (see [2]). 
6* 
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Hence we get 
T H E O R E M 5.1. We assume that 
(5.1) Akj,fj € C°°(R) for j,fc = l , . . . , n ; 
(5.2) Akj, fj are u-periodic functions (for k,j = l,...,n); 
(5.3) the trivial solution is the unique u-periodic solution of system (3.16) 
in the classical sense, 
(5.4) x is the UJ-periodic solution of system (1.0) in the classical sense, 
x € (7 n(R) is the w -periodic solution of the system 
(5.5) x'(t) = A(t)Qx{t) + f(t). 
Then x and x give rise to the same element o / (? n (R) . 
P R O O F O F T H E O R E M 5.1. Let x = [jRj(v?,t)] be an w-periodic solution 
of system (5.5) and let x be an w-periodic solution of system (1.0). Then 
(5.6) = A(t)Rx(<pe,t) + / ( ( ) + ri(<pe,t), 
where n € 7V n[R] and Rx(<p, t) is an w-periodic representative of x (for 
0 < e < EQ, <p £ AN and for sufficiently large N ) . 
Thus 
(5.7) R*(<Pe,t) = A(t)Rx(<p£,t) - n(ipe,t), 
where 
(5.8) Rx{<pe,t) = x{t)-Rx{tpe,t). 
Using arguments similar to those in relations (4.18)-(4.24) we conclude that 
(5.9) x-Rx(v,t)eAfn[R] 
which completes the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
R E M A R K 5.2. It is known that every distribution is moderate (see [2]). 
On the other hand L . Schwartz proved in [18] that there does not exist 
an algebra A such that: the algebra C(R) of continuous functions on R 
is subalgebra of A, the function 1 is unit element od A, elements of A 
are "£7°°" with respect to a derivation which coincides with usual one in 
C X ( R ) , and such that the usual formula for the derivation of a product 
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holds. As consequence multiplication in G(R) does not coincide with usual 
multiplication of continuous functions. 
E X A M P L E 5.1. Let gi(t) and gi(t) be continuous functions defined by 
/ , f 0, if t ^ 0, 
<5-10> 9 l { t ) = \t, i f * > 0 , 
(5.11) 
if t ^ 0, 
if t > 0. 
Then their classical product in C(R) is 0. Their product in Q(R) is different 
from 0 (see [2]). 
Let us consider the equations 
(5.12) x'(t)= 9i (t)x(t) +g'2{t), 
(5.13) x'{t)=g1{t)Qx(t)+g,2{t). 
It is easy to show that x = g2 is a classical solution of equation (5.12) (in the 
Caratheodory sense). On the other hand x = g2 is not a solution of equation 
(5.13) in the Colombeau algebra Q(R), because g\ 0 g2 is not zero in (/(R) 
(see [2], [11]). 
To "repair" to consistency problem for multiplication we give the defini-
tion introduced by J . F . Colombeau (see [2]). 
A n element U of £/(R) is said to admit a member W. 6 X>'(R) as the 
associated distribution, if it has a representative Rui,fi t) with the following 
property: for every ip € V(R) there is N G N such that for every <p G AN we 
have 
oo 
(5.14) lim f Ru{<pe,t)4>{t)dt = W(i>). 
T H E O R E M 5.2. We assume that 
(5.15) conditions (3.29)-(3.31) are satisfied, 
(5.16) x is an u-periodic solution of system (1.0) in the Caratheodory sense, 
W € Gn(R) is an u-periodic solution of the system 
(5.17) = A(t)Qx(t) + f{t). 
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Then x admits an associated distribution which equals x. 
P R O O F OF T H E O R E M 5.2. Let Rx(<pe,t) be an w-periodic solution of 




Rf(<pe, t) = ((Rfi * V e ) ( i ) , . . . , (Rfn * Vc)(*))T • 
Then, by virtue of relations (4.7)-(4.17), (4.23) and (3.28) we have 
(5.19) YimRXi(ip£,t) = Xi(t) 
(almost uniformly), where i = 1,. . . , n; <p £ AN and x = (xT, . . . , x~£)T. On 
the other hand x = [Rx(<pe, t)] is an w-periodic solution of system (5.17) (we 
put Rx(<pc, t) = (0 , . . . , 0 ) T if det H(<pe) = 0). This proves of the theorem. 
R E M A R K 5.3. Generalized solutions of ordinary differential equations with 
additional conditions can be considered on the other way (for example: 
[3]-[7], [9]-[10], [14]-[17], [20]). 
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